
   松立假期 1888-266-8988 

  

6 Day THAILAND, BANGKOK – PATTAYA 

 

Day 1: USA-Bangkok 

 

Day 2:  – Bangkok (-/-/D) 

Arrival and welcome at Bangkok International Airport. Dinner at Roof Top Shabu, experience heart of 

Bangkok atmosphere while fine dining with Japanese famous hotpot. Transfer to hotel and overnight. 

Hotel:  Amari Watergate Bangkok (5 stars) or similar  

 

Day 3: Bangkok – Pattaya (Coach) (B/L/-) 

After breakfast, we visit the Grand Palace and the temple of the Emerald Buddha (Wat Phra Kaew). It is 

regarded as the most sacred site and spiritual heart of the Thai Kingdom. It is a complex of buildings 

featuring the fusion of traditional Thai architecture and the 19-th century European style. The temple 

buildings are decorated with gilt and color glass mosaics that reflect the sunlight and then we see the 

temple glow. The Emerald Buddha in the temple is the main attraction. The revered figurine is made from 

a solid one piece of green jade. After a day of visit, take you to have seafood and international buffet lunch 

on 76th floor at Baiyoke Sky to allow the full panoramic and spectacular bird’s eye view of the city and far 

beyond. Then continue to Pattaya.   A seaside resort province on the Eastern Gulf Coast of Thailand, about 

150 km southeast of Bangkok. Check-in at hotel, time for leisure and overnight. 

NOTE:  Please prepare proper attire for temple visits, e.g., shirts with sleeves, long pants, and long skirts 

covering knees (NO torn pants, no tight or any sexy outfits). 

 

At the night, enjoy cabaret show. The Alcazar show is one of the most anticipated Cabaret shows where 

professional performers are dancing in stunning costumes and millions of Thai Baht are used to apply 

colorful, complicated light effects and modern stage technology into creating the most extraordinary art 

product for all of its audiences.          

Hotel:  Dusit Thani Pattaya Hotel (5 stars) or similar  

 

Day 4: Pattaya (B/-/D) 

After breakfast, starting with The Nong Nooch Tropical Botanical Garden also known as "Nog Nooch 

Paradise", it is a complex cultural village with an artificial lake, green trees, birds and flowers, and 

picturesque scenery. There are two performances in the park that are so wonderful that visitors should not 

miss it. Arrange to watch the "Thai National Culture Dance Show" and "Elephant Show", play football, dance, 

tug-of-war, people and elephants are integrated, and the elephants are fed after the performance. Lunch 

on your own. Next visit is Gems Gallery, the luxurious Jewelry store, then free time on your leisure.  

Dinner is provided at Ruenthai Restaurant Pattaya (Thai Classical Dance show), then free time at Walking 

Street Pattaya, the neon lights and color, music and noise, performers and people, food and odors, and 

everything else about this kilometer long road will dazzle you. Back to hotel and overnight. 

Hotel:  Dusit Thani Pattaya Hotel (5 stars) or similar  

 

Day 5: Pattaya – Bangkok (Coach) (B/-/D) 

After breakfast, free time to enjoy a walk on the beach, enjoy the coastal scenery of Pattaya and check 

out. 

Then begins with The Sanctuary of truth, a wood building which is a hybrid of temple and castle based on 

Ayutthaya period and Buddhist, Hindu beliefs. Inside the building, handcraft wood sculpture placed all 

over the place to determine the beauty of each character. Inside and out, every surface of the structure 

is decorated with many intricate Eastern sculptures from the Thai, Hindu, Chinese, and Khmer traditions all 

carved. The main idea of the building is making people do the good thing, avoid evil thing and philosophies 

that teach us a different way of living and fulfillment that modern life can’t offer. The building wants to 

show the beauty of historical of Thailand and religion. Lunch on your own on the way to Bangkok.  



In the afternoon, visit the ICON Siam shopping mall, perched across the renowned Chao Phraya River. 

SOOKSIAM, a themed zone fitted with an indoor floating market, is another must-visit. You can find unique 

souvenirs like herbal body care, handwoven textiles and aromatherapy products. Besides shopping and 

dining, art lovers can also appreciate the art-in-mall journey, with stellar works by over 100 Thai and 

international artists.  

Enjoy an evening on this Luxurious & Extravagant Cruise over the beautiful Chao Phraya River in Bangkok. 

Experience a fine dinner including a wide selection of dishes ranging from Thai and international foods 

served in a buffet fashion. See some of Thailand’s most famous attractions, such as the Temple of Dawn, 

The Grand Palace, Temple of the Emerald Buddha, and Rama VIII Bridge on this 2-hour cruise. While being 

entertained with a live band. 

Hotel:  Amari Watergate Bangkok (5 stars) or similar  

 

Day 6: Bangkok – International Flight (Flight) (B/-/-)  

After breakfast, transfer to the airport and fly back to your sweet home. 

 

 

 


